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Related-to
 Site timezone is not respected when using Plugin Convene (time stored as 2 hours before my
selection)
Description
Tested on https://dev.tiki.org
Israel is now UTC+3
I entered 22h for meeting time.
Linux timestamp is correct : 1381518000 = Your time zone: 11 October 2013 22:00:00 GMT+3
However the plugin show me (my user pref are : Asia/Jerusalem UTC+2) on the page : 11 Oct. 13 21:00
IST (not so long ago it show IDT).
Seems Tiki, or the plugin are trying to tell me that Israel is UTC+2 and that is wrong.
If I switch my user preference to Site Default, it shows : 11 Oct. 13 21:00 CEST.
if i switch to London UTC+0, it shows : 11 Oct. 13 20:00 BST

Addition: I added date to convene i created yesterday. Some show IDT some show IST.
They should show the same.
I check the linux timestamp they all are 22:00 (GMT+3) but they show 21:00 on the tiki page.

Workaround
A workaround is described at How to organize an online meeting and consists on relying on
timeanddate.com
Ex.:
http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/ﬁxedtime.html?iso=20131002T1800

This is not a proper workaround for a Tiki bug.
It is the "don't use the plugin" solution (good to solve meeting problem, not to solve the plugin
problem).
Importance
10 high
Easy to solve?
8
Priority
80
Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Ticket ID
4783
Created
Thursday 03 October, 2013 07:24:50 GMT-0000
LastModif
Sunday 28 February, 2016 13:26:42 GMT-0000

Comments

Jonny Bradley 19 Oct 13 16:46 GMT-0000
I have tested the same convene dates now on another couple of servers and this
doesn't happen elsewhere, e.g. here:
http://demo.tiki.org/12x/convene+test

So looks like an artefact here only (if you set your userpref timezone to
Asia/Jerusalem).
Most odd, but don't think it can be ﬁxed within Tiki. Unless you can recreate on a
show instance maybe?

Pascal St-Jean 20 Oct 13 18:28 GMT-0000
If we can reproduce on show then it can be determined that it is not a server related
issue.
thanks

Xavier de Pedro 14 Aug 14 09:52 GMT-0000
I tried with trunk and it works as expected on show.t.o
(http://xavi-9794-5425.show.tikiwiki.org/tiki-index.php?page=HomePage) , but
reproduced in t.o community site (http://dev.tiki.org/item5425 https://tiki.org/Admins+Team+Meetings)
So maybe there is some interference with some timezone param set in php.ini (or
elsewhere), and not just in Tiki?
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